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Seth Moulton for Congress

MA-6: My home, your home— 
our home

We can do better. 
!
I have always felt lucky to come from northeastern 
Massachusetts—and I would be lucky to represent the people I 
live and grew up with in Congress. We’re a district of vibrant 
small towns and family-run businesses, Revolutionary history 
from the 18th century and revolutionary innovation in the 21st. 
I’m proud to have been born and raised here, and to have lived 
in the 6th district most of my life—and I believe we ought to be 
proud of the representative we send to Washington. 
!
Throughout my life, I’ve always been a fixer and a builder. From 
working blue collar jobs throughout high school and college to 
spending four tours in Iraq trying to rebuild a country, fix a 
broken government, and build a democracy, I have always been 
someone willing to tackle the tough work required to build a 
better future. 
!
I have a real plan for the 6th district. Let’s make it a reality.
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My Plan for the 6th District

There’s a lot to do! Here are three 
places to begin.

Bring Good-Paying Jobs to the 6th 
Job creation is the number one issue on for all of us in the district 
because it impacts just about everything else we do. Here’s where I 
will start to make a difference:  
 • Reform the tax code to help small businesses 
 • Improve technical education to attract jobs 
 • Build local infrastructure 
!
Invest in Education 
Massachusetts has some of the best schools in the country, and yet 
our district has dozens of failing schools. Many of people, including 
me, are struggling with college loan debt. In Congress, I will fight to: 
 • Guarantee universal pre-K 
 • Real college loan reform 
 • Reduce the number of failing schools by partnering with      
local leaders 
!
The Best Care for Our Veterans 
Every veteran deserves excellent health care when he or she comes 
home, yet it’s not what we’re getting, here in Massachusetts or 
across the country. I will: 
 • Cut the red tape at the VA 
 • Expand access to private care 
 • Improve mental health care 
!
I have a real plan for the 6th district. Let’s make it a reality.
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Jobs
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Let’s Bring Back Jobs to the 6th 

Unemployment is higher in our district than in the rest of the 
state, and we have lost thousands of good-paying jobs over the 
past ten years. Manufacturing jobs are returning to America for 
the first time in 50 years, but they’re not coming to the 6th. The 

6th district is a hub for small businesses, and Boston is an 
economic engine we can capitalize on. If we set the conditions 
for job growth here at home, we can be a statewide leader in 

growth and innovation.
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Bring Back Jobs to the 6th

Reform the Tax Code to Help Small Businesses. I support 
smart, simplified, and comprehensive tax reform to help small 
businesses prosper and hire additional workers. To achieve this 
goal, we need to lower the tax rate on small businesses, while 
closing the loopholes letting big businesses off the hook.   

Comprehensive tax reform. US tax rates are high because 
loopholes allow the wealthiest Americans and corporations get 
away with paying next to nothing. In fact, tax haven abuses 
alone cost the U.S. nearly $150 billion in tax revenues each year, 
which ultimately are supplemented by small businesses and 
citizens. By reforming the tax code to help small businesses, we 
can jumpstart our most powerful engine of economic 
development, employment, and innovation.        

Close loopholes. I support closing the Water’s Edge loophole, 
which allows companies to hide domestic income in overseas 
bank accounts, while also adopting Combined Reporting for all 
multinational businesses. Combined Reporting allows for simple, 
unified tax reporting for large corporations, making it easier for 
businesses to file and harder to avoid paying taxes on hidden 
profits.
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Bring Back Jobs to the 6th
!

Invest in technical training to maintain global 
competitiveness. In the 6th district, we lost 8,797 jobs between 
2001 and 2011, mostly middle class manufacturing jobs. We need 
to increase access to technical and vocational job training at 
community colleges, and technical education and research from 
high school to graduate school. Such education initiatives will 
increase productivity and grow job opportunities for the middle 
class. 

Research and development. I support federal investments in 
large-scale research and development initiatives like advanced 
telecommunications, sustainable energy, transit systems, and 
local innovation districts. Congressional spending on major 
research initiatives over the last century has resulted in 
significant advances for both civilian and military use, ranging 
from the GPS to the internet. These initiatives have increased 
job growth and increased American security.
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Bring Back Jobs to the 6th

Improve infrastructure. Upgrading our existing roads and 
bridges while expanding rail and ferry service, can make places 
like Lynn and Bedford as attractive as faster-growing areas like 
Somerville or South Boston. Half the bridges in Essex County 
are considered structurally deficient or functionally obsolete. 
Commuter rail service is infrequent and irregular, and efforts to 
expand existing lines have languished for years. 

Upgrade the commuter rail. I will support expanding the 
frequency and speed of commuter rail service by converting it 
to electric-powered trains. Electric trains have faster 
acceleration, so trip times can be up to 30% faster. They also 
can be split into shorter trains, making it economical to operate 
frequent all-day services, every 10 or 15 minutes, more like the T 
in Boston. Together, these changes can double ridership, while 
bringing $5 in benefits for every $1 in cost. 

Extend the Blue Line to Lynn. I will also work to ensure that the 
Blue Line extension to Lynn is finally approved, fully funded, and 
completed. This is exactly the kind of common-sense 
investment that will make the 6th district regionally competitive 
for decades to come.
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Education
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Let’s Ensure Equal Educational Opportunity 

Massachusetts has some of the best schools in the country, and 
yet there are dozens of failing schools right here in our district. 

In fact, the current Congressman, despite sitting on the 
Education Committee for 18 years, lives across the street from 
one of the worst-performing schools in the state. Educational 

opportunity should be equal for all, regardless of where you are 
born. Meanwhile, many of us are struggling under college loan 

debt. We’ve heard enough talk—it’s time for real reform.
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Equal Educational Opportunity

Guarantee universal Pre-K. Countless studies have shown it's 
the best investment for our education dollars. Yet 34% of 
students in Lynn don't have access to pre-K, so they are 
entering kindergarten already 18 months behind and everyone 
suffers. We need to fund No Child Left Behind, and until that 
happens, better utilize non-profits in the district to ensure every 
child enters kindergarten with the same preparation. 

Real college loan reform. Despite all the talk from Congress, all 
they’ve been able to achieve is dropping some interest rates on 
federal loans by 0.1%. Meanwhile, the cost of tuition has gone up 
90% since 1998—all on the backs of student loan debt. Real 
reform means holding tuition down even while students have 
expanded access to loans. It means the same rights to refinance 
that other loans enjoy. And it means capping interest payments 
at 10% of annual income in excess of $20,000.  

Partner with failing schools. Education is a joint responsibility 
among local, state, and the federal government, but as your 
Congressman, I will make a personal commitment to partner 
with local officials to ensure that our district has fewer failing 
schools. That means tracking every struggling school’s process, 
assisting local leaders where I can, and demanding progress.
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Veterans
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The Best Care for our Veterans 

I get my health care from the VA. Some things are great—I have 
an excellent physician. But I’ve also waited months to get an 

appointment, and many veterans have stories that are far worse, 
both across the country and right here at home. The 

bureaucracy was built to primarily handle veterans of World War 
I. We need to fundamentally reform the VA to create a 21st 

century system for 21st century veterans.
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The Best Care for Our Veterans

Cut the red tape at the VA. Congress has thrown a lot more 
money at the existing VA system rather than insisting on real 
reform to serve today’s veterans. The claims process takes 
months, sometimes even years; rather than hire more claims 
officials, we can streamline the system by expediting appeals 
and lessening the burdens of proof required for mental health 
care claims, which are almost always approved anyway. 

Expand access to private care. Many VA hospitals are 
hopelessly overcrowded, while others sit nearly empty. In every 
city and town in America, veterans should have access to the 
best health care. Where a good VA hospital is available, veterans 
should go there, but where one is not, they should have access 
to private hospitals and outpatient clinics, and these doctors 
should be able to use the VA medical records system. Quality 
health care is fundamental. 

Improve mental health care support. Too many veterans are 
dying because they don’t get the counseling they need—or just 
get medications instead. I know this very personally because it 
happened to one of the guys in my platoon. Post-traumatic 
stress (PTS) is an entirely curable disease, but the VA can’t 
handle the caseload from our current wars. Congress must 
authorize more mental health counselors immediately.
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My Plan for the 6th District
We can do better. 

!
On September 9th, vote for the no-excuses 
progressive with a real plan for our district. 

!
It’s an honor to have your support, and together 

we can do better. 
!

Vote for Seth Moulton. 
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